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New narrowband [Fe II] 1.26 µm and 1.64 µm WFC3‐IR 
images of 4 HH jets in the Carina nebula reveal massive, 
neutral atomic jet cores. Near‐IR [Fe II] lines are useful 
because: 

•  they trace high density, low ionizaGon material 

•  IR wavelengths penetrate ex9nc9on in the globules, in 
some cases connec9ng the HH jet to its IR driving source 

•  both lines originate from the a4D level, so the raGo is set 
by atomic physics, thus comparing intrinsic and observed 
R = λ16435 / λ12567 yields the reddening 

 ‐ higher mass‐loss rates imply higher accreGon rates  jets 
driven by intermediate‐mass protostars 

 ‐ mass‐loss rate esGmates derived from the Hα emission measure 
assume the jets are fully ionized  miss most of the mass 

•  Herbig‐Haro (HH) objects are emission‐line features 
associated with protostellar ouSlows 

•  HH jets in Carina are irradiated and photoionized by 
>65 O‐type stars  
   unshocked material is illuminated 
   jet properGes can be derived using  
       photoionizaGon theory (from known QH) 

•  Lyman conGnuum completely absorbed by H, creates 
ioniza9on front in jet body 

•  high nH in jet core shields Fe from ionizaGon to Fe++, 
collisionally excites near‐IR [Fe II] lines 

Near‐IR [Fe II] emission tracing massive jets 
from intermediate‐mass stars in Carina 

Megan Reiter, Nathan Smith Steward Observatory, University of Arizona 933 N. Cherry Ave Tucson AZ 85721 

Coming soon: kinemaGc informaGon is essenGal for direct measurement of the jet mass‐loss rate.  

As long as the beam contains a neutral core, the H! surface
brightness of an irradiated jet remains roughly constant and pro-
portional to the local Lyman continuum flux. This conclusion
can be seen by inserting ne(rI), given by equation (5), into the def-
inition of the emission measure, EM / n2er(d ), where we use
the fact that the line-of-sight path length through the plasma
ablating from the jet is proportional to r(d ). Because the electron
density at the ionized surface of an irradiated jet decreases as the
square root of the jet radius, the emission measure remains con-
stant and proportional to F up to where the jet becomes fully
ionized. Beyond this distance, the H! emission fades due to beam
divergence. Because the H! surface brightness is proportional to
the local flux of ionizing photons, jets close to theUV source, such
as HH 508 (located within 100 of "1 Ori B), will be very bright
and short, while jets located far from the UV source, such as
HH 505, will be much fainter and longer.

The neutral core of a dense, irradiated jet is eroded by photo-
ablation. Themass-loss rate per unit length of a jet with a circular
cross section of radius r(d ) is given by ṁ ! f #$mHciine(rI )r(d )
in units of g s"1 cm"1, where f is of order unity for a cylinder
losing mass from only one side. It is assumed that the ablating,
ionized layer expands with velocity cII orthogonal to the jet
surface (in a frame comoving with the jet) and that acceleration
due to density (and pressure) gradients can be ignored. A neutral
jet core will be completely consumed by photoablation after
traversing a distance

L1 !
Ṁ

ṁ
# 2ṀD

f $mHcii

"
!B

#r(d )LLyC sin (% )

#1=2

; $6%

where, for a cylindrical jet, r(d ) is a constant.
If the jet is conical, the radius of its neutral core increases with

the distance d from the jet source as r(d ) ! (ci/V )d, where cI is
the effective internal sound speed (or velocity dispersion) of the
jet and V is the jet velocity. In this situation, there are two cases to
consider. The length of a conical jet core may be limited either by
photoablation from the jet surface or by the core density drop-
ping below ncrit due to beam expansion. Inserting the expression
for r(d ) into equation (6), setting d ! L2, and solving from L2
gives

L2 #
2ṀD

f $mHcii

! "2=3
"

!BV

#ciLLyC sin (% )

#1=3

; $7%

which is the maximum length of the neutral core in the photo-
ablation-dominated case. If beam spreading dominates over
photoablation, the maximum length of the neutral core can be
obtained by using r(d ) ! cid/V for a conical jet in the formula
for the neutral beam density, n(d ) ! Ṁ /#$mHr

2(d )V . Setting
n(d ) equal to the critical density ncrit ! &F/2!Br(d)'1/2 and solv-
ing for d (which we rename L3) gives

L3 #
1

ci

2ṀD

$mH

! "2=3
"

2!BV

#LLyC sin (%)

#1=3

; $8%

which is the maximum length of the neutral core in the beam
expansion–dominated case. The factor 2 in the second term
comes about from the assumption that the flux has to ionize a
beam of thickness 2 r(d )& '. If this factor is set to 1, equation (8)
can be obtained from equation (7) by setting ci ! cii and f ! 1.

External ionization of a neutral jet beam is usually anisotropic.
Thus, as the beam becomes ionized, the ablating plasma exerts a
force on the remaining neutral beam given roughly by

F ! &$mHc
2
ii

"
LLyCr(d ) sin (% )

4#D2!B

#1=2

; $9%

where r(d) is the radius of the neutral beam and & is a factor of
order unity that takes into account the averaged net direction of
the diverging flow vectors, the variation of the photoablating
flow density around the body of the jet, and deviations of the
flow velocity from cII. The resulting deflection velocity, Vd, of
each mass element evolves according to the rocket equation as
Vd ! cii ln (m0/m), where m0 is the initial mass of each jet seg-
ment and m is the remaining mass. As photoablation proceeds
and the neutral beam loses mass to photoablation, it is accel-
erated away from the source of illumination by the rocket effect.
As the jet approaches full ionization, deflection speeds can exceed
several times the speed of sound in photoionized plasma. For jet
speeds ranging from V ! 100 to 300 km s"1, anisotropic photo-
ablation can bend the beam by an angle tan"1(!cii/V ), where
! ( 2 4. Thus, mild jet bending on the order of 5)–20) can be
readily produced by the rocket effect, even in the absence of a side
wind.
In practice, this simple photoablation model is difficult to apply

with any degree of certainty. The images show that jets are lumpy
on all observed scales. Their nonuniform surface brightness,
clumpy structure, and multiple bow shocks indicate that mass-
loss rates and velocities are highly variable. Nevertheless, the ob-
servations can be used to deduce approximate flow parameters.

4.5. Jet Mass-Loss Rates

Mass-loss rates can be estimated from our images using
several methods. First, the H! flux is proportional to the emis-
sion measure, which can be combined with an estimate of the jet
radius to give an estimate of the electron density in the ionized
surface layer of a jet. Proper motions, or an estimate of the jet
velocity, yield Ṁ0 ! #$mHne(rI )Vjetr(d )

2. The jet radii and elec-
tron densities are used to estimate Ṁ0 in Table 6. This method
provides a good estimate of the mass-loss rate for a fully ionized
jet. However, for a jet that retains a neutral core, this estimator is
a lower bound, since the measured electron density will be much
lower than the neutral density in the jet core along most of the
length of the jet.
Second, jet lengths can be inserted into equations (6)–(8) (along

with other parameters, such as distance from theUV source, sound
speeds, etc.), and these formulae can be solved for Ṁ. The col-
umns labeled Ṁ1, Ṁ2, and Ṁ3 in Table 6 give estimatedmass-loss
rates for jets modeled as photoablating cylinders, photoablation-
dominated conical jets, and expansion-dominated conical jets,
respectively. For the estimates in Table 6, it is assumed that ci !
6 km s"1, which is roughly the expected sound speed in strongly
irradiated photon-dominated regions, and that cii ! 11 km s"1,
the sound speed in photoionized plasma. For ci < cii, the
expansion-dominated conical models produce lower mass-loss
rates than the photoablation-dominated conical models; the
models come to close agreement as the value of cI approaches
that of cII. However, if ciTcii, photoablation will dominate the
propagation of the jet.
The cylindrical photoablating jet models may overestimate

the jet radius and mass-loss rates near the source. For the conical
jet models, if ciTcii, photoablation from the jet surface will
dominate jet propagation and survival in the H ii region interior.
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H! requiring that these jets are more massive than pre-
viously thought. Existing mass-loss rate estimates use the
electron densities derived from the H! emission measure and
assume that the HH jets in the Carina nebula are fully ion-
ized (Smith et al. 2010a). In other words, H! only traces
ionized gas, not the total gas mass. In the following section,
we reevaluate the jet density and mass-loss rate, taking into
account this previously unseen neutral material.

4.2 Jet Mass and Density Estimates

The detection of bright [Fe II] emission behind the location
of the ionization front traced by H! suggests that a sig-
nificant fraction of the jet mass is in neutral hydrogen, as
hypothesized by Smith et al. (2010a). This is particularly
meaningful for HH 901 and HH 902, where [Fe II] emission
comes from portions of the jet that are exposed in the H ii

region, where we would naively expect them to be fully ion-
ized. The fact that they are not fully ionized, despite the
harsh UV environment near Trumpler 14, means that they
must be very dense. To quantify this, we rederive jet den-
sity and mass-loss rate for the eastern and western limbs of
HH 901 without assuming that the jet is fully ionized.

Bally et al. (2006) define a minimum density for the jet
to be optically thick to Lyman continuum radiation, such
that an ionization front is created at a surface within the
jet. To maintain a slow-moving ionization front (rather than
rapidly ionizing the entire jet body), the average atomic den-
sity in the neutral jet beam, nH , must be greater than this
minimum density, nH > nmin, where

nmin =

˛

˛

˛

˛

F
2!Br(d)

˛

˛

˛

˛

1/2

=

r

LLyC

4"D2

sin(#)
2!Br

. (1)

For HH 901, we consider only the ionizing flux from Trum-
pler 14, which has a total ionizing photon luminosity
log(LLyC) = 50.34 photons s!1 (Smith 2006). For HH 901,
D = 0.7 pc is the projected distance from Trumpler 14 to
the jet (the distance may be somewhat larger due to uncer-
tainty in the 3D geometry), # is the angle between the jet
axis and a line to the illuminating source (taken to be 90"

here; smaller angles will decrease nmin), !B ! 2.6 " 10!13

cm3 s!1 is the case B recombination coe!cient for hydro-
gen, and r is the radius of the jet column. For HH 901,
nmin ! 3.4 " 104 cm!3, which is interestingly very similar
to the critical density of [Fe II] (ncrit # 3 " 104 cm!3).

The average atomic hydrogen density of the neutral jet
beam can be estimated from

nH =
Ṁ

|"µmHV r2|
= 7.1 " 1020(

Ṁ
V200r2

)cm!3 (2)

where Ṁ is the jet mass-loss rate

Ṁ = $vA = µnHmHv"r2 (3)

µ is the mean molecular weight (! 1.35), mH is the
mass of hydrogen, and V is the jet velocity (V200 is the jet
velocity in units of 200 km s!1). To estimate Ṁ without
assuming that the jet is completely ionized, we compare the
jet mass-loss rate to the photoablation rate, such that a neu-
tral jet core will be completely evaporated once the jet has
traveled a length L1 (Bally et al. 2006). Taking the length of
continuous H! emission (not including clumps further along

the flow axis) as L1, we can derive an independent Ṁ esti-
mate from the length of the H! jet and the well-constrained
energetics in Carina. For a cylindrical jet,

Ṁ !
L1fµmHcs

2D

»

!B

"r(d)LLyCsin(#)

–!1/2

(4)

where f ! 1 is the filling factor for a cylinder losing mass
from one side, cs ! 11 km s!1 is the sound speed in pho-
toionized plasma, and # is the angle between the source and
the direction of the ionizing radiation, estimated from the
H! image. For the eastern edge of the flow (# ! 63"), this
method gives Ṁ = 7.43"10!6 M# yr!1, more than an order
of magnitude higher than the mass-loss rate derived from the
H! emission measure (1.84" 10!7 M# yr!1). The disparity
is even greater for the western limb (# ! 75") where this
method gives Ṁ = 3.77 " 10!6 M# yr!1, nearly two orders
of magnitude higher than that derived from H! (4.0" 10!8

M# yr!1).
Because nH is directly proportional to Ṁ , these new

mass-loss rate estimate yield nH larger than nmin (nH !
1.1 " 105 cm!3 for the eastern side of the flow and nH !
5.7"104 cm!3 for the western limb), indicating that a slow-
moving ionization front will propagate through the jet beam.
Stratified emission in the western side of the jet seems to
confirm this picture, with high surface brightness H! on the
side of the jet closest to the source of ionizing radiation and
brighter [Fe II] emission further north, tucked # 0.4$$ be-
hind the ionization front in the flow (see Section 3.2.1 and
Figure 4). In addition, mass-loss rates, and thus the densi-
ties, derived by comparing jet length with the photoablation
rate are significantly higher than those derived from the H!
emission measure. H!-derived mass-loss rates are clearly un-
derestimates for HH 901 and HH 902. While HH 666 and
HH 1066 generally do not show the same stratified H! and
[Fe II] emission as HH 901 and HH 902, both have substan-
tial [Fe II] emission where there is little or no H! from the
jet. This indicates that they also have a significant amount
of neutral H not traced by H!. Both estimates of the mass-
loss rate are, in principle, lower limits. Variations in the jet
density, traced by clumpy [Fe II] emission, even where the
optical emission is relatively continuous, indicate additional
mass in the jet not included in these mass-loss rates.

4.3 Comparison to irradiated jets in Orion

Orion is the nearest region of high-mass star formation
that also houses a collection of well-studied irradiated flows
(Reipurth et al. 1998; Bally & Reipurth 2001; Bally et al.
2006). Jets in Orion tend to have a very di"erent morphology
than those in Carina. Many demonstrate C-shaped symme-
try where the jet bends away from the source of ionizing ra-
diation, due either to material flowing out of the nebular core
or the rocket e"ect pushing on the neutral jet core (Bally &
Reipurth 2001; Bally et al. 2006). While there is some evi-
dence that the rocket e"ect may bend HH 901, most of the
jets in Carina do not, in general, show significant bending.

If the rocket e"ect is the dominant mechanism for bend-
ing the jet, then we might expect the jets in Carina (subject
to feedback from # 65 O-type stars, although the local ra-
diation field will vary) might show a greater degree of bend-
ing. As discussed in Bally et al. (2006), jet deflection by the
rocket e"ect depends only on the mass of the jet and its
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H! requiring that these jets are more massive than pre-
viously thought. Existing mass-loss rate estimates use the
electron densities derived from the H! emission measure and
assume that the HH jets in the Carina nebula are fully ion-
ized (Smith et al. 2010a). In other words, H! only traces
ionized gas, not the total gas mass. In the following section,
we reevaluate the jet density and mass-loss rate, taking into
account this previously unseen neutral material.

4.2 Jet Mass and Density Estimates

The detection of bright [Fe II] emission behind the location
of the ionization front traced by H! suggests that a sig-
nificant fraction of the jet mass is in neutral hydrogen, as
hypothesized by Smith et al. (2010a). This is particularly
meaningful for HH 901 and HH 902, where [Fe II] emission
comes from portions of the jet that are exposed in the H ii

region, where we would naively expect them to be fully ion-
ized. The fact that they are not fully ionized, despite the
harsh UV environment near Trumpler 14, means that they
must be very dense. To quantify this, we rederive jet den-
sity and mass-loss rate for the eastern and western limbs of
HH 901 without assuming that the jet is fully ionized.

Bally et al. (2006) define a minimum density for the jet
to be optically thick to Lyman continuum radiation, such
that an ionization front is created at a surface within the
jet. To maintain a slow-moving ionization front (rather than
rapidly ionizing the entire jet body), the average atomic den-
sity in the neutral jet beam, nH , must be greater than this
minimum density, nH > nmin, where

nmin =

˛
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For HH 901, we consider only the ionizing flux from Trum-
pler 14, which has a total ionizing photon luminosity
log(LLyC) = 50.34 photons s!1 (Smith 2006). For HH 901,
D = 0.7 pc is the projected distance from Trumpler 14 to
the jet (the distance may be somewhat larger due to uncer-
tainty in the 3D geometry), # is the angle between the jet
axis and a line to the illuminating source (taken to be 90"

here; smaller angles will decrease nmin), !B ! 2.6 " 10!13

cm3 s!1 is the case B recombination coe!cient for hydro-
gen, and r is the radius of the jet column. For HH 901,
nmin ! 3.4 " 104 cm!3, which is interestingly very similar
to the critical density of [Fe II] (ncrit # 3 " 104 cm!3).

The average atomic hydrogen density of the neutral jet
beam can be estimated from

nH =
Ṁ

|"µmHV r2|
= 7.1 " 1020(

Ṁ
V200r2

)cm!3 (2)

where Ṁ is the jet mass-loss rate

Ṁ = $vA = µnHmHv"r2 (3)

µ is the mean molecular weight (! 1.35), mH is the
mass of hydrogen, and V is the jet velocity (V200 is the jet
velocity in units of 200 km s!1). To estimate Ṁ without
assuming that the jet is completely ionized, we compare the
jet mass-loss rate to the photoablation rate, such that a neu-
tral jet core will be completely evaporated once the jet has
traveled a length L1 (Bally et al. 2006). Taking the length of
continuous H! emission (not including clumps further along

the flow axis) as L1, we can derive an independent Ṁ esti-
mate from the length of the H! jet and the well-constrained
energetics in Carina. For a cylindrical jet,

Ṁ !
L1fµmHcs
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where f ! 1 is the filling factor for a cylinder losing mass
from one side, cs ! 11 km s!1 is the sound speed in pho-
toionized plasma, and # is the angle between the source and
the direction of the ionizing radiation, estimated from the
H! image. For the eastern edge of the flow (# ! 63"), this
method gives Ṁ = 7.43"10!6 M# yr!1, more than an order
of magnitude higher than the mass-loss rate derived from the
H! emission measure (1.84" 10!7 M# yr!1). The disparity
is even greater for the western limb (# ! 75") where this
method gives Ṁ = 3.77 " 10!6 M# yr!1, nearly two orders
of magnitude higher than that derived from H! (4.0" 10!8

M# yr!1).
Because nH is directly proportional to Ṁ , these new

mass-loss rate estimate yield nH larger than nmin (nH !
1.1 " 105 cm!3 for the eastern side of the flow and nH !
5.7"104 cm!3 for the western limb), indicating that a slow-
moving ionization front will propagate through the jet beam.
Stratified emission in the western side of the jet seems to
confirm this picture, with high surface brightness H! on the
side of the jet closest to the source of ionizing radiation and
brighter [Fe II] emission further north, tucked # 0.4$$ be-
hind the ionization front in the flow (see Section 3.2.1 and
Figure 4). In addition, mass-loss rates, and thus the densi-
ties, derived by comparing jet length with the photoablation
rate are significantly higher than those derived from the H!
emission measure. H!-derived mass-loss rates are clearly un-
derestimates for HH 901 and HH 902. While HH 666 and
HH 1066 generally do not show the same stratified H! and
[Fe II] emission as HH 901 and HH 902, both have substan-
tial [Fe II] emission where there is little or no H! from the
jet. This indicates that they also have a significant amount
of neutral H not traced by H!. Both estimates of the mass-
loss rate are, in principle, lower limits. Variations in the jet
density, traced by clumpy [Fe II] emission, even where the
optical emission is relatively continuous, indicate additional
mass in the jet not included in these mass-loss rates.

4.3 Comparison to irradiated jets in Orion

Orion is the nearest region of high-mass star formation
that also houses a collection of well-studied irradiated flows
(Reipurth et al. 1998; Bally & Reipurth 2001; Bally et al.
2006). Jets in Orion tend to have a very di"erent morphology
than those in Carina. Many demonstrate C-shaped symme-
try where the jet bends away from the source of ionizing ra-
diation, due either to material flowing out of the nebular core
or the rocket e"ect pushing on the neutral jet core (Bally &
Reipurth 2001; Bally et al. 2006). While there is some evi-
dence that the rocket e"ect may bend HH 901, most of the
jets in Carina do not, in general, show significant bending.

If the rocket e"ect is the dominant mechanism for bend-
ing the jet, then we might expect the jets in Carina (subject
to feedback from # 65 O-type stars, although the local ra-
diation field will vary) might show a greater degree of bend-
ing. As discussed in Bally et al. (2006), jet deflection by the
rocket e"ect depends only on the mass of the jet and its
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As long as the beam contains a neutral core, the H! surface
brightness of an irradiated jet remains roughly constant and pro-
portional to the local Lyman continuum flux. This conclusion
can be seen by inserting ne(rI), given by equation (5), into the def-
inition of the emission measure, EM / n2er(d ), where we use
the fact that the line-of-sight path length through the plasma
ablating from the jet is proportional to r(d ). Because the electron
density at the ionized surface of an irradiated jet decreases as the
square root of the jet radius, the emission measure remains con-
stant and proportional to F up to where the jet becomes fully
ionized. Beyond this distance, the H! emission fades due to beam
divergence. Because the H! surface brightness is proportional to
the local flux of ionizing photons, jets close to theUV source, such
as HH 508 (located within 100 of "1 Ori B), will be very bright
and short, while jets located far from the UV source, such as
HH 505, will be much fainter and longer.

The neutral core of a dense, irradiated jet is eroded by photo-
ablation. Themass-loss rate per unit length of a jet with a circular
cross section of radius r(d ) is given by ṁ ! f #$mHciine(rI )r(d )
in units of g s"1 cm"1, where f is of order unity for a cylinder
losing mass from only one side. It is assumed that the ablating,
ionized layer expands with velocity cII orthogonal to the jet
surface (in a frame comoving with the jet) and that acceleration
due to density (and pressure) gradients can be ignored. A neutral
jet core will be completely consumed by photoablation after
traversing a distance
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ṁ
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where, for a cylindrical jet, r(d ) is a constant.
If the jet is conical, the radius of its neutral core increases with

the distance d from the jet source as r(d ) ! (ci/V )d, where cI is
the effective internal sound speed (or velocity dispersion) of the
jet and V is the jet velocity. In this situation, there are two cases to
consider. The length of a conical jet core may be limited either by
photoablation from the jet surface or by the core density drop-
ping below ncrit due to beam expansion. Inserting the expression
for r(d ) into equation (6), setting d ! L2, and solving from L2
gives

L2 #
2ṀD

f $mHcii

! "2=3
"

!BV

#ciLLyC sin (% )

#1=3

; $7%

which is the maximum length of the neutral core in the photo-
ablation-dominated case. If beam spreading dominates over
photoablation, the maximum length of the neutral core can be
obtained by using r(d ) ! cid/V for a conical jet in the formula
for the neutral beam density, n(d ) ! Ṁ /#$mHr

2(d )V . Setting
n(d ) equal to the critical density ncrit ! &F/2!Br(d)'1/2 and solv-
ing for d (which we rename L3) gives

L3 #
1

ci

2ṀD

$mH

! "2=3
"

2!BV

#LLyC sin (%)

#1=3

; $8%

which is the maximum length of the neutral core in the beam
expansion–dominated case. The factor 2 in the second term
comes about from the assumption that the flux has to ionize a
beam of thickness 2 r(d )& '. If this factor is set to 1, equation (8)
can be obtained from equation (7) by setting ci ! cii and f ! 1.

External ionization of a neutral jet beam is usually anisotropic.
Thus, as the beam becomes ionized, the ablating plasma exerts a
force on the remaining neutral beam given roughly by

F ! &$mHc
2
ii

"
LLyCr(d ) sin (% )

4#D2!B

#1=2

; $9%

where r(d) is the radius of the neutral beam and & is a factor of
order unity that takes into account the averaged net direction of
the diverging flow vectors, the variation of the photoablating
flow density around the body of the jet, and deviations of the
flow velocity from cII. The resulting deflection velocity, Vd, of
each mass element evolves according to the rocket equation as
Vd ! cii ln (m0/m), where m0 is the initial mass of each jet seg-
ment and m is the remaining mass. As photoablation proceeds
and the neutral beam loses mass to photoablation, it is accel-
erated away from the source of illumination by the rocket effect.
As the jet approaches full ionization, deflection speeds can exceed
several times the speed of sound in photoionized plasma. For jet
speeds ranging from V ! 100 to 300 km s"1, anisotropic photo-
ablation can bend the beam by an angle tan"1(!cii/V ), where
! ( 2 4. Thus, mild jet bending on the order of 5)–20) can be
readily produced by the rocket effect, even in the absence of a side
wind.
In practice, this simple photoablation model is difficult to apply

with any degree of certainty. The images show that jets are lumpy
on all observed scales. Their nonuniform surface brightness,
clumpy structure, and multiple bow shocks indicate that mass-
loss rates and velocities are highly variable. Nevertheless, the ob-
servations can be used to deduce approximate flow parameters.

4.5. Jet Mass-Loss Rates

Mass-loss rates can be estimated from our images using
several methods. First, the H! flux is proportional to the emis-
sion measure, which can be combined with an estimate of the jet
radius to give an estimate of the electron density in the ionized
surface layer of a jet. Proper motions, or an estimate of the jet
velocity, yield Ṁ0 ! #$mHne(rI )Vjetr(d )

2. The jet radii and elec-
tron densities are used to estimate Ṁ0 in Table 6. This method
provides a good estimate of the mass-loss rate for a fully ionized
jet. However, for a jet that retains a neutral core, this estimator is
a lower bound, since the measured electron density will be much
lower than the neutral density in the jet core along most of the
length of the jet.
Second, jet lengths can be inserted into equations (6)–(8) (along

with other parameters, such as distance from theUV source, sound
speeds, etc.), and these formulae can be solved for Ṁ. The col-
umns labeled Ṁ1, Ṁ2, and Ṁ3 in Table 6 give estimatedmass-loss
rates for jets modeled as photoablating cylinders, photoablation-
dominated conical jets, and expansion-dominated conical jets,
respectively. For the estimates in Table 6, it is assumed that ci !
6 km s"1, which is roughly the expected sound speed in strongly
irradiated photon-dominated regions, and that cii ! 11 km s"1,
the sound speed in photoionized plasma. For ci < cii, the
expansion-dominated conical models produce lower mass-loss
rates than the photoablation-dominated conical models; the
models come to close agreement as the value of cI approaches
that of cII. However, if ciTcii, photoablation will dominate the
propagation of the jet.
The cylindrical photoablating jet models may overestimate

the jet radius and mass-loss rates near the source. For the conical
jet models, if ciTcii, photoablation from the jet surface will
dominate jet propagation and survival in the H ii region interior.
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[Fe II]5"

Near‐IR [Fe II] images reveal dense, 
neutral gas not seen in previous studies of 
the Hα emission, raising the es9mated 
mass‐loss rates by an order of magnitude. 


